
Sarah Tuhro: 
 

When you leave college you may need to travel to get the job you want. This exactly 
what Sarah Tuhro did once she graduated from Alfred State. After some time she ended up over 
on the west coast working for Fullscreen. Working remotely for the company but still being apart 
of the team on numerous projects. Sarah went on to state to just be bold went you are out in the 
field. Showing that you can be confident and bold can convince the client that what design 
choices you make are the right one’s. It could even land you that design job you want in the 
future. The main thing that Sarah talked about was not giving up when looking for jobs or 
freelance work. Keep an eye out for openings, re apply for companies (within reason), and keep 
tabs on opportunities for you to do design work.  
 
 
 
Tim Troiano: 
 

Sometimes being able to work with a smaller company can be the fit for people. This is 
what Tim Troiano has found since graduating from Alfred State. Being apart of a smaller team 
allows for the work to be better connect and less combobulated. The smaller company also allow 
for Tim to have say or be more apart of the design of the project. Allow being a smaller team just 
means that Tim uses alot of video editing, web development, 3D modeling, and design programs 
to make up for the small team network thats available. Having to do more has allowed Tim to 
develop a good sense of how to schedule both work and himself to get things done. Which was 
the best advice he could give to the class was making sure you can schedule or plan out work 
when doing a job or even freelance work. Losing track of time or not getting work done on time 
can quickly happen if you don't plan out when things will be done.  
 
 
Alexx Mason: 
 
 

Previous Alfred State graduate Alexx Mason showed some insight with current 
GMD(Graphic Media and Design) students. Alexx currently works for MooseJaw as a video and 
production specialist. Helping out with product launches, animated graphics, social media, and 
other production needs. Alexx shared with us some helpful tips on what it's like to tackle the 
design field once out of college. Summing up all his advice into just being able to be adaptive. 
Either when finding a job, on the job, or doing freelance work. Being able to adjust with changes 
can make or break any project handed your way. If you can manage to do that then you can be 



prepared for any job in the field. Which is very informative piece of advice for when we go out 
into the job market. 
 
 
Samantha Dempsey: 
 
 

Once a Alfred State student Samantha Dempsey currently works for Fisher-Price. Doing 
work along the lines of video production, video editing, motion graphics, and pre production 
work. Helping the company with any social media, commercial, or product needs they request to 
be performed. She talked about how the design team has a healthy relationship with the 
marketing team in Fisher-Price. Which allows for project to be done in an efficient manner and 
cuts out any middle man needs that may come up. Samantha says that she will also do some 
freelance work on the side from time to time to further her skills in the field. The sound advice 
that she gave that stuck with me was about being able to sell yourself as a designer. Always 
making sure that your portfolio is up to date, take some freelance jobs just to get out there, and 
be yourself on projects. Ultimately you will land you you want to be as a designer, you just have 
to know how to put your work and your self out there.  
 
 
Jessica Schueler: 

 
 

Jessica Schueler is another Alfred State graduate that ended up at Fisher-Price after 
college. Being apart of the design team that assist in the production of, tv commercials, web 
demos, social media, and any online presence the company is apart of. Jessica also 
acknowledged how the company has the marketing team work with the designers when brining 
in projects or going over the direction to take projects. Which can make life easier on a designer 
than dealing with eccentric clients. When we began to talk about advice for student going into 
the field the one thing that Jessica talked about was being personable. Having people skills and 
make or break client meetings or interviews when looking for jobs. The other keynote she 
touched upon was to not be afraid to ask questions. Ask as many as needed as a designer so that 
there is no confusion along the way of making the project. If you don’t there is a chance of a bad 
end product or having to restart completely because you didn't understand something. Being able 
to have these skills in your back pocket and really get you that design job you wanted, freelance 
feedback, or even networking for future needs.  


